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WGF R12 ref

1

3

Applicant

131 Army Cadet Detachment

Baked Beans Charity

4

Crystal Palace International
Film Festival (CPIFF)

5

Elays Network

6

Fircroft Primary School

Primary
Ward

Theme

Project Name

Brief Summary of Project

Supporting 131
Detachment Corps of
Drums

Project to help support 131 Detachment Corps of Drums to
purchase six (6) new flutes to be used to support the learning and
uptake of the instrument within the Detachment. The
instruments will enable the Corps of Drums to perform at local
events as they have done in the past including other events
across London. Currently the flutes held are old and of poor
quality due to cost and regularly breaking with no replacements
coming in.

St. Mary's
Park

YTH

£

990.00

Healthy Green Beans

Health Green Beans is a bespoke healthy lifestyle course
designed and targeted towards learner's with learning
disabilities, complex needs and autism/Asperger's, with a focus
on education around green issues and recycling. The 20-week
programme, builds on a course delivered last year, with a focus
on food preparation based around healthy eating on a budget.
The programme will include the development of basic literacy
through the creation of healthy recipes, a food diary and weekly
budget, trip out shopping, plus trips to a recycling centre and
Hewitts Farm will all encourage team work and social inclusion.

Tooting

HWB

£

7,212.40

ARTS

£

9,000.00

CYP

£

7,369.00

CYP

£

9,225.00

The award scheme seeks to offer young filmmakers aged 16-26
years old, the opportunity to freely submit a short film to be
considered to be short listed and shown as part of the Crystal
Palace International Film Festival in 2021. Those film makers
shortlisted, will be put forward for an interview with a London
Communications Agency and Production Company, with the
potential offer of a paid work experience placement. Those
shortlisted will also have their film presented to an industry
panel who will pick a winner who will receive the award and £500
at the Grand Finale in March. The films will be shown as part of
the festival at Cineworld Wandsworth. Alongside this, 10 places
are available on a film making course at City Academy suitable
for beginners, is offered to those who have a desire to make
films, but have not yet had the opportunity. The group will also
Wandsworth Rising Star be able to submit their film to the Award scheme for
BoroughAward
wide
consideration.
Elays plan to run an after school activities club 3 times a week
form 3.30-6.00pm. During the club they aim to provide games,
sports activities and homework support for children aged 5-11
years. Building sessions around positive themes that mirror
British Values, the project aims to support children with school
homework, provide a safe space for them to be active and
engaged, whilst offering a place to play and meet other young
Queenstown
Elays After School Club children.

Fircroft Garden Hub

The project will redevelop an underutlised self-contained
outdoor space at Fircroft Primary School. The aim is to create a
green space divided into five discrete "zones" (Propagation,
Growing an Learning, Wildlife, Relaxation and Covered). These
will be used for practical outdoor learning and exploration,
linked to the science curriculum. They will also be used by many
community groups out of school hours to maximise the benefits
of having redeveloped the site.

Tooting

Grant awarded
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Friends of Furzedown Rec

Nicholas Stewart Project &
Mindworks UK

The Wiser Collective

The Friends Group (FoFr) is formed by very busy working families
that love this greenspace and want to collaborate in protecting
and promoting it through the local community. Following the
recent refurbishment of the Furzedown Pavillion, the FoFr would
like to expand their work and connect with more local people
through a series of 3 community events in the Gardens which will
involve residents, local groups, schools and businesses, to inspire
pride in the gardens and a feeling of community in the area. The
Friends of Furzedown events planned are: an Easter Egg Hunt, a Summer celebration
Rec Community Group event and an Autumn picnic/Halloween event.
Furzedown

CIT/ENV

£

775.00

Funday on the Henry
Prince Estate

Through the provision of a Funday on the Henry Prince Estate,
the Project and its partners are aiming to encourage personal
responsibility and active citizenship to promote self-reliant,
supportive and cohesive communities. A wide range of local
organisations are supporting the day. Activities aim to encourage
residents to volunteer, gain skills an learn the importance of
being a team. A talk from a former gang member that has turned
his life around will be followed by a discussion about issues on
the estate. The organisers also aim to provide an opportunity to
bring people together to discuss their thoughts and ideas on how
their environment can be improved, facilitated by a group
session.

Earlsfield

CIT

£

1,000.00

The Wiser Collective
Monthly Skillshare

The Wiser Collective is a local community initiative connecting
families and older people who live near each other through
events, meetups and online groups. They aim to provide a
network for neighbours of different generations to share skills
and build friendships. This new project will run a series of six
events at Balham Library hall providing residents to meet to
discuss shared interests, skills and knowledge e.g. knitting,
sewing, gardening, cooking, history, reading, language and
technology skills. Alongside participating in the activity, anyone
who wishes to connect with a participant outside of the monthly
events will be encouraged to do so via The Wiser Collective to
ensure personal details are not shared between individuals at the
events and safeguarding guidelines can be followed.

Balham

CIT

£

1,000.00
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Theatre 503

Time to Shine Kids

Wandsworth Sea Cadets

The 503 Panto

Learning with Horses

Theatre503 is supporting two female writer-performers, Louise
Beresford and Anna Spearpoint, to create and perform an
entirely original, family friendly pantomime. It is the only allfemale panto in the world. The story will draw on the traditional
elements of a Christmas show, as well as exploring what happens
to characters after happy ever after. The project provides an
opportunity for nine talented emerging female artists to develop
an outstanding piece of work that will benefit their own
professional development and the audience who see it – in
particular inspiring young girls. Additionally, the project will
provide a chance for another 65 artists to take part in a first
comedy specific Rapid Write Response (RWR). RWR involves
around 30 writers taking up the challenge of writing a 10-minute
response to a show. Seven are selected to be rehearsed and
performed on stage by 35 directors and actors. It is the first time
the writers will have had any work performed publicly. We intend
to ensure the make-up of between 20-30% of the writers,
performers and directors are Wandsworth residents and/or
beneficiaries of our local Right to Write and Five-O-Fresh young
people’s projects.
Latchmere

ARTS

£

4,995.00

The charity provides equine assisted learning and
therapeutic activities to vulnerable children and young
people (CYP) and their families. This aims to support their
emotional well-being, develop resilience, and increase their
capacity to access education and employment through the
completion of specific equine tasks. This project seeks to
provide places for 9-12 young people from Sacred Heart
Primary school and perhaps other local schools with two sixweek long programmes focussing on developing self and
Roehampton
emotional awareness, building self-esteem and resilience
and Putney
Vale
CYP/HWB £
and emotion regulation.

5,260.00

Wandsworth Sea Cadets is a uniformed group requiring provision
and replacement of equipment. The Unit caters for boys and girls
of all abilities and backgrounds aged 11-18 years from across the
borough and further afield. The Unit is currently working with
Wandsworth Early Help to increase their outreach activities. It
specialises in tidal water for which they require an upgrade to
some of the equipment. This includes: replacing the ship-to shore
Upgrade of water-borne boat, replacement of the fleet of canoes and auxiliary
equipment and expand equipment, replacing a small storage box to the pontoon and
canoeing activity
Thamesfield
replacing the lino flooring in the cadets' changing room.

Projects from this Round are funded for a maximum of 12 months, with all projects being completed by 31 December 2020.

YTH

£
£

6,656.49
53,482.89

